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Numerical studies on the radiation uniformity of Z-pinch dynamic hohlraum
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Abstract

Radiation uniformity is important for Z-pinch dynamic hohlraum driven fusion. In order to understand the radiation uniformity of Z-pinch
dynamic hohlraum, the code MULTI-2D with a new developed magnetic field package is employed to investigate the related physical processes
on Julong-I facility with drive current about 7e8 MA. Numerical simulations suggest that Z-pinch dynamic hohlraum with radiation temperature
more than 100 eV can be created on Julong-I facility. Although some X-rays can escape out of the hohlraum from Z-pinch plasma and elec-
trodes, the radiation field near the foam center is quite uniform after a transition time. For the load parameters used in this paper, the transition
time for the thermal wave transports from r ¼ 1 mm to r ¼ 0 mm is about 2.0 ns. Implosion of a testing pellet driven by cylindrical dynamic
hohlraum shows that symmetrical implosion is hard to achieve due to the relatively slow propagation speed of thermal wave and the compression
of cylindrical shock in the foam. With the help of quasi-spherical implosion, the hohlraum radiation uniformity and corresponding pellet
implosion symmetry can be significantly improved thanks to the shape modulation of thermal wave front and shock wave front.
© 2018 Science and Technology Information Center, China Academy of Engineering Physics. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Typical inertial confinement fusion (ICF) schemes involve
symmetrical implosions of a fuel-filled capsule or tube driven
by laser beams [1,2], ion beams [3], or Z-pinches [4]. Z-
pinches are regarded as promising approaches for ICF because
of the capability to convert electrical energy into X-ray radi-
ation energy with high efficiency. In the experiments

conducted on Z machine located at Sandia National Labora-
tories, X-ray output as high as 200 TW and 1.8 MJ was pro-
duced, with a conversion efficiency from electrical energy to
X-ray energy up to 15% [5]. In the past decades, Z-pinch
dynamic hohlraum has been used to drive DD pellets on the
20 MA Z machine [6,7], achieving a thermonuclear neutron
yield up to 3.1 � 1011. In the design of next generation Z-
pinch facilities, dynamic hohlraum is considered as one of the
two candidate loads [8].

A typical Z-pinch dynamic hohlraum is composed of a
tungsten wire array and a low density plastic foam. When the
high speed tungsten plasma accelerated by Lorentz force is
impacting onto the plastic foam, a radiating shock traveling
towards the axis is launched, emitting intense X-rays. The X-
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rays are trapped by the imploding plasma and electrodes, thus
a Z-pinch dynamic hohlraum is created. As in the concept of
laser driven hohlraum [1], the X-ray radiation inside the Z-
pinch dynamic hohlraum can also be used to implode a pellet
to fusion conditions.

However, there are some issues to be considered carefully,
apart from the effects of magnetic Rayleigh-Taylor instability.
First, the spherical pellet will be compressed by the cylindrical
shock launched by the collision of the wire arrays and the
plastic foam, unless the pellet can be imploded to fusion
conditions before the arrival of the shock. Second, some
people worry about the radiation uniformity in the Z-pinch
dynamic hohlraum, which is a requirement for the symmetri-
cal pellet implosion. This is because that X-rays are emitted by
the cylindrical plasma and can escape from the hohlraum at
the relatively cool electrode plates.

For Z machine with peak drive current about 20 MA, there
have been some 2D integrated simulations along with exper-
iments. For example, Lemke et al. found that the growth of
MRT instability had minor effect on the radiation uniformity
[9]. Slutz et al. found that the pellet implosions were asym-
metric with a ratio of the equatorial/polar radii about 0.7e0.8
at the time of peak fuel temperature [10]. For Julong-I facility
[11] with a drive current of 7e8 MA, several simulations and
experiments [12e16] have also been performed. For example,
Xiao et al. found that mass ratio and radius ratio of Z-pinch
plasma and plastic foam should be carefully selected for the
trade-off between peak radiation temperature and radiation
pulse duration [12]. However, most of the simulations are one-
dimensional and few literatures focus on the hohlraum radia-
tion uniformity in the R-Z plane until this moment. To get
better understanding of radiation uniformity of the hohlraum
with/without a pellet on Julong-I facility, calculations using
the code MULTI-2D [17] with a new developed magnetic field
package [18] are presented herein.

The traditional cylindrical hohlraum is deformed into
quasi-spherical hohlraum to improve the radiation uniformity
in this work. In the past decades, quasi-spherical implosions
are mainly designed to increase the energy density inside the
hohlraum due to its three-dimensional compression [19e22],
and attentions are paid to make the Z-pinch plasma implode
onto a spherical surface simultaneously [23,24]. We shall
show that the radiation uniformity could be improved due to
the shape modulation of thermal wave front and shock front.

This paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 describes the
physical model of code MULTI-2D. Subsection 3.1 in-
vestigates the radiation field uniformity in cylindrical hohl-
raum without pellet, subsection 3.2 studies the radiation
uniformity with a pellet, and in subsection 3.3, the radiation
uniformity near the pellet is improved by a quasi-spherical
implosion. Finally, Sec. 4 gives the conclusions.

2. Physical model

We employed the open-source radiation hydrodynamics
program MULTI-2D with an additional MHD package to
perform the simulations. This paper will give a brief

introduction of the physical model. For details, please refer to
Ref. [17] for the radiation hydrodynamics model and Ref. [18]
for the magneto-hydrodynamics model.

MULTI-2D describes hydrodynamics in two spatial di-
mensions (cylindrical ZR geometry) and radiation transport
along rays in three dimensions with the 4p solid angle dis-
cretized in several directions. The non-structured grid composed
of trilateral and quadrilateral cells allows people simulating
spherical pellet implosion inside a cylindrical hohlraum, the
typical configuration in laser indirectly driven fusion or Z-pinch
dynamic hohlraum driven fusion. The radiation transport algo-
rithm can correctly handle optically thick and optically thin
regions at the same time. For optically thick region, the radiation
mean free path is much smaller than the characteristic length, the
radiation transport treatment is equivalent to the diffusive model.
Heat conduction model with a flux limiter is implemented in the
code as well. The temperatures of the electrons and the ions are
regarded as equal. Tabulated equations of state are generated by
the QEOS model or the ideal gas model. Either pure Lagrangian
mode or Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) mode with first-
order remapping scheme is available. Since MRT instability is
not considered in this work and it is more convenient to track
material interfaces in Lagrangian mode, only Lagrangian mode
is selected.

After introducing the azimuthal magnetic field into code
MULTI-2D, the equations of momentum, internal energy,
magnetic field, current density, and radiation transport in cy-
lindrical coordinates are given by

r
du

dt
¼�Vðpþ pyÞ �Vpm � B2

m0r
er ð1Þ

r
de

dt
¼�ðpþ pyÞV,u�V,qþ

Z
4p

I� IP

l
þQþ hJ2; ð2Þ

vB

vt
¼ V� ðu�B� hJÞ; ð3Þ

J ¼ 1
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V�B; ð4Þ

n,VI ¼ IP � I

l
; ð5Þ

where r is the density, u is the velocity, p is the thermal
pressure, py is the artificial viscosity pressure, pm ¼ B2/2m0, is
the magnetic pressure, B is the magnetic field, m0 is the
permeability of vacuum, r is the radius, er is the unit vector in
radius direction, e is the specific internal energy, q is thermal
flux, I (n, r, t) is the radiation intensity (integrated in fre-
quency), n is a unitary vector in the direction of radiation
propagation, IP is the Planck intensity, l is the radiation mean
free path, Q is the energy deposited by external sources such
as laser beams or heavy ion beams, h is Spitzer electrical re-
sistivity, J is the electrical current density.

Based on the above descriptions, one can notice that the
code MULTI-2D employs a simpler physical model than that
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adopted by the one-dimensional version MULTI-IFE [25]. For
example, the ions and electrons are assumed to have the same
temperature rather than two temperatures, and X-ray radiation
is treated as one-group photons rather than multi-group pho-
tons. Besides, analytical expressions, rather than tables
generated by code SNOP, are adopted for matter opacities.
However, since code MULTI-2D is able to perform calcula-
tions in two dimensions, the radiation uniformity in ZR plane
can be evaluated directly, and complicated configurations
composed of spherical capsule and cylindrical hohlraum can
be simulated. Our previous study [26] also show that the ion
temperature and the electron temperature inside the hohlraum
do not differ too much even at the position of shock front for
Julong-I facility.

3. Calculation results

3.1. Radiation uniformity of cylindrical hohlraum
without a pellet

We first investigate the radiation uniformity of Z-pinch
dynamic hohlraum in absence of a pellet, using the typical
experimental parameters for Julong-I facility. As shown in
Fig. 1, the load is 15 mm long, the tungsten plasma shell has a
radius of 10 mm, a thickness of 1 mm, a mass of 1.31 mg/cm,
and a temperature of 1 eV. The CH plastic foam has a radius of
3 mm, a density of 10 mg/cm3, and a temperature of 0.1 eV.
The drive current is set as

IðtÞ ¼ 7½MA�sin4ðpt½ns�=280Þ ð6Þ
The foam radius and foam density are selected based on the

following considerations. First, this radius (3 mm) provides
enough time for the observation of shock propagation in the
foam while ensures the wire array plasma colliding with the
foamwith a relatively high imploding velocity (~2.2� 107 cm/s
at 140 ns). Second, for this relative low foam density (10 mg/
cm3), the thermal wave is able to travel much faster than the
shock wave so that an obvious separation of thermal wave and
shock wave can be expected.

The wire array used on Julong-I (7e8 MA) facility is
usually composed of large numbers of wires with wire gap less
than 1.4 mm, typically 168 wires for an array with a diameter
20 mm. This kind of wire array with small inter-wire gap tends
to merge into an annular plasma shell before significant
implosion, as reported by Sanford et al. [27] on the 7 MA
Saturn facility. However, recent experiments at 1 MA currents
on Magpie, Cobra and Zebra facilities show that the wire array
implodes in a snow-plow model [28]. First, the wire array
undergoes a long ablation phase, filling the space inside the
wire array with the low-density ablated plasma streaming to
the axis. Later, the wire core mass implodes through the ab-
lated mass layer. It is found that the wire ablation can delay the
array stagnation by 15e25 ns on Cobra [29]. Since the wire
initiation process cannot be simulated completely by our 2D
hydrodynamics code, we start the calculation with approxi-
mations similar to that adopted by Slutz et al. [10], assuming
some of the array mass is uniformly distributed inside the shell
with zero velocity. Knowing that wire array implosions are
more complicated than simple annular plasma implosions, we
wish to investigate the effects of wire ablation on dynamic
hohlraum performance when a 3D magneto-hydrodynamics
code and related matter property tables are available in the
future.

X-rays inside the hohlraum are mainly generated during the
collision of imploding array plasma and plastic foam. Greatly
ionized plasmas of high temperature and high density are
firstly created during deceleration of the array plasma, then the
intense X-rays are emitted when the ionized dense plasma
recombines [30]. The radiation temperature distribution in ZR
plane at 158 ns is presented in Fig. 2. It is shown that the
radiation field near the foam center is almost uniform,
although there are sharp temperature gradients in the tungsten
plasma due to radiation cooling. The radiation temperature in
the foam center is about 100 eV while the radiation temper-
ature in the tungsten plasma is about 50 eV. Because the

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of Z-pinch dynamic hohlraum. Fig. 2. Radiation temperature distribution in ZR plane at 158 ns.
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electrode plates are not included in the simulations and X-rays
can escape from the hohlraum freely at the two ends in axial
direction, the radiation temperature decreases significantly at
the two ends. From Fig. 2, one can infer that one-dimensional
models used in target design should be valid on the whole,
where the pellet is assumed to be ablated by a uniform X-ray
radiation field.

Fig. 3 presents the evolutions of radiation temperature on
the equator (r ¼ 1 mm, z ¼ 0 mm) and pole (r ¼ 0 mm,
z ¼ 1 mm) of a virtual pellet (an imaginary region used for
radiation uniformity analysis). It is shown that the radiation
temperature starts to rise rapidly due to the arrival of thermal
wave, on the equator and poles at 154 ns and 156 ns,
respectively. After a transition phase lasting 2.0 ns, the radi-
ation temperatures on the equator and pole are almost the same
during 157 ns and 159 ns, indicating the radiation field inside
the hohlraum is quite uniform during this time. When the
shock front passes through the equator at 159 ns, the radiation
temperature on the equator is smaller than that on the pole.
This is partially because that the X-ray radiation outside the
shock front can escape from the hohlraum more easily than
that inside the shock front, since the shocked foam is optically
thick at this radiation temperature and can provide additional
radiation confinement.

3.2. Radiation uniformity of cylindrical hohlraum with a
pellet

In subsection 3.1, we demonstrate that a uniform hohlraum
radiation field near the foam center can be obtained after a
transition time in the absence of pellets. However, in real Z-
pinch dynamic hohlraum driven fusion, a fuel-filled pellet
presents inside the foam and is supposed to be imploded
spherically by the hohlraum radiation field before the arrival of
cylindrical shock. It would be interesting to use a pellet
implosion to test the radiation uniformity inside the hohlraum.

The initial configuration is illustrated in Fig. 4. The tung-
sten wire array plasma (in light blue) is 1 eV in temperature,

1.38 mg/cm in density, 12 mm in radius, 10 mm in height, and
1 mm in thickness. The CH plastic foam (in yellow) is 4 mm in
radius, and 5 mg/cm3 in density. The testing pellet (in red) is
made of CH foam, with a radius of 1 mm and a density of
50 mg/cm3. The drive current is set as I(t) ¼ 8 [MA] sin4 (pt
[ns]/280). These parameters are a little different from those
used in subsection 3.1 according to the following consider-
ations. The relatively large radius (4 mm) of foam converter
can help to avoid the cylindrical shock directly impact onto the
capsule. The length of load is reduced to save the simulation
time, while it is still long enough to make the radiation loss at
the two ends do not lower the radiation temperature on pellet
poles significantly. The relatively low foam density (5 mg/
cm3), the same as that used in Sandia's dynamic hohlraum
driven capsule implosions [31], is chosen to make the thermal
wave propagate much faster than the shock, so that the testing
pellet has more chances to be imploded spherically by the
radiation before it is compressed by the cylindrical shock.

Different grids are used for different objects. The pellet is
divided into quadrangular cells organized in spherical form to
avoid numerical asymmetry. The tungsten plasma is divided
into regular rectangles which fit the cylinder geometry best.
The mesh for plastic foam is composed of irregular triangles,
providing smooth transition between the spherical pellet and
cylindrical array plasma.

The radiation temperature distributions at different time are
presented in Fig. 5. The shock front is identified through the
accumulation of grid. It is shown that the tungsten plasma has
already collided with the foam at 155 ns. The shock positions
in the foam (shock S1) and thermal wave are 2.12 mm and
0.50 mm, respectively. It is found that the pellet is first ablated
on the equator since the cylindrical thermal wave travels in-
ward. At the time of 158 ns, thermal wave has already reached
the axis, and the pellet is ablated by an almost uniform radi-
ation field, with a radiation temperature about 90 eV. This
temperature is a little lower than that without a pellet inside
due to that the pellet absorbs some radiation energy in the
hohlraum. The radiation temperature will increase to 100 eV if
we decrease pellet density to 5 mg/cm3, the same density
without the pellet. The cylindrical shock (S1) in the foam is
just about to arrive at the cylinder axis at 162.6 ns, the radi-
ation temperature around the pellet rises to 150 eV at this time
due to the shock heating and compression work ( pdV). One

Fig. 3. Evolution of radiation temperature on the equator (r ¼ 1 mm,

z ¼ 0 mm) and pole (r ¼ 0 mm, z ¼ 1 mm) of a virtual pellet.

Fig. 4. Schematic of cylindrical hohlraum driven pellet implosion.
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can also notice that the front of shock S1 in the foam turns into
a bow shape due to the interaction with the ablated matter.

The density distributions corresponding to the time in Fig. 5
are presented in Fig. 6. It is shown that the spherical pellet
becomes an ellipsoid due to that the integrated radiation flux is
larger on equator than that on poles before 157.4 ns. The ratio
of pellet radii on equator and poles (Requator/Rpole) at 162.6 ns

is 0.44/0.49 ¼ 0.90, when the shock S1 in the foam is about to
reach the hohlraum center. When the shock S1 collapses to the
cylinder axis, regions of high matter pressure (>5 Mbar) and
high radiation temperature (>200 eV) will be generated,
resulting in severe compression of the pellet in axial direction
on the poles. From Fig. 6, one can infer that the shock S1 in
the foam slows down from 24.7 cm/ms to 18.8 cm/ms,

Fig. 5. Radiation temperature distribution at different times. (a) 155 ns, (b) 158 ns, (c) 160 ns, (d) 162.6 ns.

Fig. 6. Density distribution at different times (the same scale, in mg/cc). (a) 155 ns, (b) 158 ns, (c) 160 ns, (d) 162.6 ns.
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indicating that the ablative standoff effect [19,32] produced by
the interaction between the outward ablated matter and the
incoming shock S1 is already obvious for Julong-I facility.

The above calculation results show that pellet implosion
with good spherical symmetry cannot be achieved when the
load parameters are not optimized. There are at least two key
points to obtain spherical implosion for Z-pinch dynamic
hohlraum driven fusion. First, the radiation temperature
around the pellet should be uniform both before and after the
thermal wave reaches the cylinder axis, so that the integrated
radiation flux on the pellet surface has a good spherical
symmetry. Second, the pellet implosion should be isolated
from the incoming cylindrical shock before ignition happens.
If sufficient large drive current (e.g. 60 MA) is available, these
two conditions may be satisfied due to accessible higher ra-
diation temperature (~300 eV) [33]. Higher radiation tem-
perature is helpful to shorten the time for the thermal wave
traveling from the pellet equator to the pellet poles and isolate
the cylindrical shock in the foam with ablative standoff effect.
For Julong-I facility with a peak drive current of 8 MA, we
will show that the radiation uniformity can also be improved
by using the concept of quasi-spherical implosion in the next
subsection.

3.3. Improving hohlraum radiation uniformity with
quasi-spherical implosion

The initial configuration is illustrated in Fig. 7. The tung-
sten wire array plasma is shaped to get the required quasi-
spherically implosion, which can be realized by charging the
array electrostatically and adjusting the electrode gap in ex-
periments, as shown by Chu and Zhang et al. [23,24]. The
radial coordinate of the tungsten wire array plasma is modu-
lated as r ¼ r0 [1 þ 0.008cos (pz [mm]/5)], the radial coor-
dinate of plastic foam is modulated as r ¼ r0 [1 þ 0.07cos (pz
[mm]/5)], where r is the radius of each node, r0 is the original
radius of each node, z is the axial coordinate. It should be
noted that the amplitude of wire-array position modulation is
not only limited to 0.008, both the plastic foam and the
electrodes can be shaped if larger modulation is required.
However, due to the inherent defect of current Lagrangian
code MULTI-2D, the grid will be too distorted or even over-
lapped when the modulation is very large, so we do not

attempt to give configurations that can be used in experiment
directly herein. Simulations including shaped array, foam and
electrodes will be performed in the future, when new version
of code MULTI-2D with a second order Arbitrary Lagrangian
Eulerian (ALE) scheme is available.

The density distributions at different time are displayed in
Fig. 8. It is shown that the tungsten plasma has already
impacted onto the plastic foam at 154 ns. Because the mag-
netic field depends inversely on the radius (B ¼ m0I/2pr), the
driving forces, mainly the magnetic pressures ( p ¼ B2/2m0),
on the two ends are larger than that on the equator. Thus,
compared with the cylindrical implosion, the tungsten plasmas
on the two ends move faster while the plasma on the equator
moves slower, making the shape of tungsten plasma turn into
quasi-spherical rather than cylindrical. A quasi-spherical
shock wave (S1) launched by the collision of tungsten
plasma and plastic foam can be observed at this time as well.
The tungsten plasma starts to collide with the low density
plastic foam near the initial foam radius at 146 ns. However,
because the tungsten plasma still has high imploding velocity
after the collision (~1.70 � 107 cm/s at 154 ns), the quasi-
spherical shock S1 does not significantly separate from the
imploding tungsten plasma until the time of 158 ns. At 158 ns,
the radiating shock wave (S1) is still far away from the pellet
but the thermal wave has already arrived at the pellet surface
as shown in Fig. 9. At 160 ns, significant pellet ablation and a
spherical converging shock (S2) driven by the radiation

Fig. 7. Schematic of quasi-spherical hohlraum driven pellet implosion.
Fig. 8. Density distribution at different time (in mg/cm3). (a) 154 ns, (b)

158 ns, (c) 160 ns, (d) 162.6 ns.
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ablation can be observed. At 162.6 ns, the ablated matter of
pellet has collided with the shock (S1) on equator, but the
spherical shock S2 in the pellet still preserves good symmetry.
As a comparison, the ratios of pellet radii on equator and poles
(Requator/Rpole) at 162.6 ns are 0.48/0.49 ¼ 0.98 and 0.44/
0.49 ¼ 0.90 for quasi-spherical and cylindrical implosions
respectively, indicating clear advantage of quasi-spherical
hohlraum on the improvement of radiation uniformity.

To analyze why a better radiation uniformity is achieved in
the quasi-spherical hohlraum, we plot the radiation field dis-
tributions at different time in Fig. 9. It is shown that a shock
wave and a thermal wave have been launched at 154 ns, and
both of them are quasi-spherical, because the Z-pinch plasma
is quasi-spherical when it collides with the plastic foam. This
quasi-spherical shape is beneficial for spherical pellet implo-
sion. First, the thermal wave is easier to arrive at the pellet
surface simultaneously, so that the integrated radiation flux is
more uniform before the thermal wave reaches the axis. As
can be seen at 158 ns, the pellet remains spherical, in contrast
that significant implosion asymmetry can be observed in the
cylindrical hohlraum (Fig. 5(b)). Second, the shock in the
foam is farther away from the pellet on the equator, so that
there is more time for the pellet to be ablated by the radiation
field before compressed hydro-dynamically by the cylindrical
shock in the foam. Besides, since the hohlraum heat source
locates at the region between shock front and array plasma, the
radiation incident on the pellet is more uniform in the stand
point of the view factor model [2]. The view factor of each
point on the pellet is a solid angle weighted integral over
visible heat source.

Evolutions of radiation temperature on the original position
of pellet equator (r ¼ 1 mm, z ¼ 0 mm) and pellet pole
(r ¼ 0 mm, z ¼ 1 mm) for cylindrical hohlraum (CL) and
quasi-spherical hohlraum (QS) are plotted in Fig. 10. It is
shown that the radiation temperature on pellet surface differs
little for these two cases during 157.2 nse160.6 ns, due to
array plasma on equator of QS hohlraum implodes slower than
that of cylindrical hohlraum (e.g. at 160 ns). However, two
obvious advantages can be observed thanks to the use of quasi-
spherical implosion. First, the time interval between the
thermal waves reaching the equator and pole decreases from

1.4 ns to 0.8 ns. Second, the time of cylindrical shock (shock
S1) in the foam arrives at the equator increases from 160.6 ns
to 162.6 ns, delaying the pellet to be compressed by the cy-
lindrical shock directly.

4. Conclusions

The radiation uniformity of Z-pinch dynamic hohlraum on
Julong-I facility (7e8 MA) is numerically investigated by the
code MULTI-2D with a new developed magnetic field pack-
age. It is found that radiation field in the hohlraum center
without a pellet inside will become uniform after a transition
of ~2.0 ns, and the radiation temperature can achieve over
100 eV before the shock arrives at the axis. The implosion of a
testing pellet made of CH foam indicates that the spherical
symmetry of pellet may be destroyed by the transition phase of
radiation field and the incoming of cylindrical shock in the
foam. The radiation uniformity could be improved by
replacing the cylindrical hohlraum with a quasi-spherical
hohlraum, where the thermal wave is easier to reach the pel-
let surface at the same time, and the mechanically compres-
sion by the cylindrical shock in the foam can be delayed. For
the load parameters used in this paper, the ratio of pellet radii
on the equator and poles (Requator/Rpole) could be increased
from 0.90 to 0.98 with the help of quasi-spherical hohlraum. In
the future, we will develop a 2D hydrodynamic code with a
second order ALE scheme to study the radiation uniformity of
Z-pinch dynamic hohlraum with present of a real fusion
capsule and shaped metal electrodes.
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